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REACHING FOR THE STARS
With a history going back to 1941, the University of Hertfordshire has been delivering higher education for over 
65 years. Originally established to train aircraft apprentices, it later developed into Hatfield Technical College 
before achieving university status in 1992. The business focused establishment now welcomes around 25,000 
students to its UK based programmes situated in the de Havilland, Bayfordbury and College Lane campuses.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Bayfordbury, a satellite campus of the university, is a self 
contained small teaching building looking after sciencebased 
subjects. As the university’s teaching observatory for 
astronomy and astrophysics, it offers students a hands on 
experience with some of the latest technology in the field 
and is one of the best equipped teaching observatories in the 
country. 

As it had been a number of years since the site had undergone 
an AV upgrade and as the university had started to move more 
teaching to the campus, as well as host external conferences 
and events, including open days, it was decided that a AV 
refresh was needed across the site. After an initial consultation 
between the university and its AV consultant Hewshott,
CDEC were chosen to install audio visual
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systems in 8 spaces at the Bayfordbury campus, including a 
live observatory.

PROJECT CHALLENGES
As the university had carried out research into the needs of 
users now and in the future and created a design based on this, 
there were few changes needed when CDEC came on board. 
As Harvey explains: “We had done a lot of the groundwork for 
the project, but it’s always good for the integrator to have a 
sense check to make sure we have the right design.

Happily, there were no installation implications with what we’d 
suggested so site visits were done with the site manager and 
the installation team to pick up any local issues. There were 
a few things we had to change but nothing significant.” One 
major issue which CDEC helped to overcome was the need 
for on-site rack builds due to access issues at the site. Harvey 
adds: “We like to have our racks and lecterns fully built and 
tested offsite so they’re tested as fully working, wrapped up and 
delivered. Unfortunately, due to access issues in the building, 
we had to deliver everything in boxes and build on site. On site 
rack builds are never ideal but the CDEC team and Hewshott 
worked very well together allowing us to minimise what could 
potentially have been a lot of complications with that building. 
It was very, very well managed between the two of them.” 
Timescale was also a challenge. Although the upgrade was 
carried out over the summer when the teaching schedule is 
limited, the rooms are frequently used for external events. For 
example, the biggest conference room included in the refurb 
had multiple events in over the summer so installations had 
to be dovetailed in between one finishing and the next one 
starting. In one case a conference ended the day with the old
kit, CDEC came in and completed the install ready for the next 
day with user training carried out in the morning. d cabling 
solution supporting the LAN, EPOC, CCTV, WiFi and video 
displays throughout the centre.

PROJECT OUTCOME
As the university works to a largely standardised kit list, they 
once again opted for Top - Tec lecterns, NEC projectors and 
displays, Crestron control and Polycom videoconferencing.

One unique element of this installation , however,  was the 
decision to invest in 86in Clevertouch Pro touchscreens. 
These are being used in the science laboratories to help with 
the teaching as well as in the Bayfordbury Observatory control 
room, which houses the space telescopes, where it is being 
used during open days and sessions to highlight the work of 
the scientists.

“Having quite a powerful interactive display in that 
environment, they’re absolutely overjoyed with it.” according 
to Adam Harvey, Solution Architect - AV & DM at the University 
of Hertfordshire. “They were running a projector and screen 
before but they’re now able to demonstrate their work and 
the images from the telescopes in a much better way – and 
it’s interactive so it’s helping them showcase their work much 
better than a projector and a screen would. ” In the control 
room, the Clevertouch display is joined by large - format 
NEC displays on the wall, allowing incoming streams from 
the telescopes to be shown on the wall while visitors can 
interact with the images on the Clevertouch Pro. Following the 
successful completion of this project, CDEC have been invited 
back to complete two subs quent installations; a control and 
switching upgrade at the Law Courts Building at de Havilland 
campus and the delivery and installation of Top - Tec Synergy 
Desks and Focus Pods and a concept study room at the 
university’s Learning Resources Centre.
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‘‘We had quite a tight timescale for the delivery of all three
of the projects and they’ve all come in on schedule with not
that many variations, which is good considering the speed
at which we had to deploy the projects. Feedback from 
users has been positive and we haven’t had any issues 
with the technology we’ve put in, and while we’d have liked 
everything built offsite, we had absolutely no choice and it 
was done really well.”

ADAM HARVEY
SOLUTION ARCHITECT, AV & DMUNIVERSITY OF 
HERTFORDSHIRE

KIT LIST 
• NEC P502HL PROJECTORS
• AND V463 AND V554 DISPLAYS , SHURE
• MXWAPT2 RECEIVERS AND MXWANI4 AUDIO
• NETWORK INTERFACES, TOP-TEC LECTERNS,
• CRESTRON RMC3 CONTROL SYSTEMS, EXTRON
• DMP 64 DIGITAL MATRIX PROCESSOR, 

POLYCOMREALPRESENCE
• GROUP 500 VIDEOCONFERENCING
• SYSTEM, EXTRON AND CRESTRON
• TX/RX, EXTRON CABLE CUBBIES, EPSON ELP
• DC21 DIGITAL DOCUMENT CAMERA , APPLE
• TV AND APART SPEAKERS


